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JUNIORS WHO
HAVE NOT
D E C L A R E D
MAJORS

DO IT! Go at once to the Registrar s
Office for a choice of major form Take
the form to your major department for
the appropriate signature and file one
copy with the department and the other
with the Registrar If you have
questions or need some fur ther
assistance, see Junior Class Dean
Schneider Following is a list of
juniors who have not declared their
choice of major and should pick up
a Major Elective Form at the
Registrar's Office immediately:
Baron, S , Beale, N , Bona, M , Borek,
D , Botstem, S , Butterfield, A , Card,
T , Cavanaugh, P , Chapman, A ,
Cheng L , Chun, E , Chuong, T ,
Clement, I , Colas, V , Colletti, C ,
Cowin, J , Davis, L , Fallon, M ,
Femstem, S , Fisher, A , Fleet, K. ,
Froehch, S , Gorham, A , Gnggs, N ,
Gross, S , Grossman, E , Gullov, I ,
Herman, A , Hernandez, D , Heyer, A ,
Holhngsworth, I , Holstem, S L ,
Honda, C , Kim, E , Kmderman, L ,
I amm, A , Lauren, J , Lee, H L , Lipsitz,
R , Lhnas, W, Markanan, Y , Murphy,
C , Parker, J , Pflum, M , Porter, J ,
Rodov, F , Rosenbaum, J , Rubin, J ,
Sanchez, N , Schapira, J , Serajuddm,
H , Shulman, L , Taveras, D , Van
Dongen, R , Ward, R , Woo, A ,
Wrinkle, N , Young, D , Zabb, A ,
Zicarelli, A

PROGRAM PLANNING MEETINGS
FOR SPRING 1993
Program Planning is now only two
weeks away1 Be sure to attend all
required meetings listed below
Consult departmental bulletin boards
for information about departmental
meetings A schedule of departmental
meetings will also be published in the
next two issues of Bear Essentials,
check this column diligently! First-
Years: Wed, Nov 11, 12 15 pm - 1
p m or Thurs , Nov 12, 5 15 p m 6
p m , in 304 Barnard Hall with Dean
Denburg Sophomores: Mon , Nov 9,

5 p m 5 45 p m or Ihurs , Nov 12, 12
noon - 12 45 p m , in 304 Barnard, with
Dean Denburg A representative from
Career Services will be there to speak
on the choice of major and career
opportunities The deadline for filing
tentative spring '93 programs with
the Registrar for First-Years and
Sophomores is lliurs , Dec 3 Juniors
are reminded to consult their major
advisers and departmental bulletin
boards for announcements of majors
meetings

LOOTED ENROLLMENT COURSES
Sign up beginning Nov 10 for courses
with limited enrollment to mmimi7e
disappointment Lottery dates will be
posted in Bear Essentials See Program
Planning Meetings below for details
PROGRAM PLANNING MEETINGS
Psychology Thurs , Nov 12, at noon
in 415 Milbank Come hear
about the major and courses to be
offered next semester (If you would
like to take Psychology Lab courses or
Statistics in the spring go to 415
Milbank and enter the Psychology
Lottery, which will take place fiom
Tues , Nov 17 Thurs , Nov 19 )
English Tues , Nov 10, 1 10 p m ,
Sulzberger Parlor

ACADEMIC LIFE-NET
The following tutoring programs are
available to students who are seeking
help for academic problems Please
take advantage of these programs
before academic problems take
advantage of you1 Math Help Room
Mon Fn , 9 a m - 5 p m , 404 Altschul
Physics Help Room Every luesday
from 7 p m - 10 p m , 502 Altschul
Biology, Chemistry and Economics
Go to your professor's office hours and
schedule help sessions Writing
Room Open Sun - Thurs Sign-up on
the appointment schedule posted on
the door of 121 Reid Hal l , or call
x489il Wollman Library
Consultation service is available to
students working on research projects
Schedule a conference with the
reference librarian, x43953

ROOM SWAP INFORMATION IS

NOW AVAILABLE at the Housing
Office for sophomores, juniois and
seniors Hours are Mon Fri, 9 a m -1
p m , in 203 Sulybeiger Hall See your
Resident Adviser for details The
deadline is 1 n , Oct 30, 1 p m

SENIOR CLIPBOARD

The deadline to request an application
for a Mellon Fellowship is Mon , Nov
2 Interested students should see Dean
Schneider, 105 Milbink Essayists
interested in the Elle Wiesel Prize in
Ethics should also consult Dean
Schneidei A Career Planning
Workshop for seniors will be held
today, Oct 26, at 12 15 p m in the
Career Services Office, 11 Milbank
Seniors interested in the Recruitment
Program should sign up at the Career
Services Office Do not forget tint you
must attend an Interviewing
Woikshop and that a copy of your
resume is due in the C ireer Seivices
Ollicebyrn Oct 3 0 , 4 p m lo imoie
infomiation, cill OCS at xi2033

CAREER SERVICES

CAREER PANELS: Career Planning
Workshop for Seniors today, Oct
26, 12 15 p m , OCS (11 Milbank),
Fashion Wed , Oct 28, 7 30 p m ,
Sulzberger Parlor, Public Health,
Thurs , Oct 29, 7 p m , Sulzberger
Parloi For more information, call OCS
at x42033
PREMEDS arc lemmded that the final
two interview workshops for students
who are applying foi admission to
medical school for
September 1993 wil l bf held on
October 30 and November 13 from 2
p m - 4 p m Please sign up in advance
by contacting Jayma Abdoo m the Dean
of Studies Office, x42024
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Where were you on
November 3, 1992?

Despite President George Bush s assaults throughout
the campaign on Bill Clinton s> morality, the Arkansas
governor still leads Bush by a 15 pei cent margin, according
to the most recent Newsweek poll Perhaps it is because
voters have finally seen through Bush and the Republican
Paity s charade, and their distoition of what constitutes an
"American' citizen, (replete with images of family values and
patriotic soldiers ) and are now focusing on the chaiatter of
the issues rather than the issue of character

And this is certainly a year to talk about tangible
issues rather than to sling mud desperately at every loss in
the polls America is in a recession Disci immation is still
prevalent, yet invisible to many policy makers A woman's
right to an abortion is being chiselled away, moving us back
to the days of back alleys The quality of education has
plummetted in comparison to that of other countnes We
have no health care system to speak of

Aftei 12 years of Republican Piesidents, we need a
president who will halt oui society s dei line by preserv ing
our personal freedom of choice, by promoting our

constitutional nght to equality, and acknowledging the voices
of historically underrepresented groups Of the three
presidential candidates this year, Bill Clinton and running-
male Al Gore emerge as the best choice in rectifying the
current threats by policy to the environment, the economy,
and the protection of civil liberties in this country For
example, President Clinton would bring about the immediate
reversal of the "gag rule passed under the Bush
administration, which egregiously violated free speech and
aboition rights

This is an election of issues The question is not
whether you think Clinton sounds too slick, Perot too
spunky, or Bush too worn down It is about what you believe
in Right now we aie on the brink of change that will
determine the ideological direction of politics in this country
A conservative Supreme court, a democratic congress, and a
republican president do not equal a forceful decision making
body They equal gridlock Ihe lime has come for a fresh
perspective that can facilitate real action in government On
November 3, we will be voting for Clinton Goie

Dr. Polly Wheat
addresses Health
Month
To the Editoi

Sexuality is ceitamly a \ery impoitant aspect of
women s health—as are all of the issues addressed during
this year's Women s Health Month at Bainaid 101 example,
the most rapidly gro\\ ing group of smokers in the country are
young women Although AIDS is the leading cause of death
among women 15-44 in New Yoik City, ugarctles cause more
deaths annually than alcohol, AIDS, motor vehicle accidents,
homocide, and suicide all combined Fhere will be many
topics to address in the future We encouiage students to let
us know what topics they would like to see included in next
year s program

Programming for Women s Health Month represents
one part of an ongoing educational process, which includes
all the activities which Health Services, with othei campus
organisations, sponsors and suppoiti Of note, three active
peei education groups on the Barnard campus, SCOPE,
SPEACH, and STAAR, invoke different aspects of women s
sexuality Indeed, during the month of October and as a pait
of Womens Health Month, SCOPE has presented foui floor
sessions entitled, Let's Talk About Sex

The root word of health is whole Natuie and
Nurture as a theme of health month emphasi/es knowing

and nurlunng ourselves as one way to discovei our own
wholeness, both as individual women, and as part of a
society that is divided and fragmentary I hope that in the
variety of activities offeied, Barnard women will find events
that spark their interest and help them discover a litle bit
more about themselves

Sincerely,
Polly Wheat, M D
Director, Student Health Services

Editorial Policy

In order to be considered for publication
all letters to the editor from an individual
must be signed by that individual and/or
from a Barnard SGA and/or Columbia
Student Council recognized campus
organizatton.Signed editorials do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Bulletin.

Interested -writers and artists, contact Janie
atx4£119.
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Barnard Bull JJ
This week the Barnard Bull roamed campus asking " What did you

think of the presidential and vice- presidential debates?"

Charmalne Shum
CBC93)

"Honesty I didn't
watch them. But I think
Clinton is going to win."

Andrea Coleman
(EC '94)

"I already know who I
am voting for so they
ically didn't do anything
for me. It definitely
confirmed my beliefs,
and it was definitely
comical "

I learnea that I distrust
politicians even more
than I thought I did."

Adelalda Gaviria
(TC)

"I really realized that
politics is about
something else- lies It
seems like it 's about
avoiding issues. The
most important thing is
that I feel powerless.

Francesca Mabon
(BC '96)

"I missed some of
them , but of the one's
I saw, I guess it gave
me a better sense of
what the candidates
want to do. I didn't
think it was so much of
a debate as it was each
candidate speaking his
own platform. It was
definitely interesting"

kson Yeh (CC
"Actually nothing

They didn't cover
anything not already
covered in die papers."

photos by Keri Kotler
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Despite Downward Trends In Enrollment at Women's

Colleges, Barnard's Admissions Increase
The following is part one of a two part series:

Are the days of women's colleges numbered? Will they go the
way of bra-burning? There is evidence that this is the case; in
1970, there were 228 women's colleges, but in 1990, the
number had fallen to 93. At the same time, however,
women's colleges experienced an annual two to three
percent increase in full-time undergraduate enrollment, while
overall university enrollment declined during the last decade.

Across the country, economic hardship has forced
numerous colleges to make cutbacks and even close down.
According to Barnard's Vice President for Public Affairs,
Christine Royer,"many colleges and Universities are
having financial aid problems . . . as a result of
severe cutbacks in federal and state funding."
Women's colleges are often thought to be the most
vulnerable during economic downturns but despite
financial difficulties and the downward trend in
single-sex education, Barnard had an "extraordinary
increase in applications" for the class of 1996,
according to Royer. Last year's entering class was
487 but this year 555 first-year students are enrolled.
Applications for general admissions were up 21
percent, and early decision applications were up 38
percent. Royer says the dramatic rise "shows how
highly regarded Barnard is."

However, the good news from the admissions
office does not diminish Barnard's economic
difficulties. Royer points out that some women's
colleges, such as Smith and Wellesley, have large
endowments and high rates of alumnae
contributions. This is not the case with Barnard,
which has a small endowment and is near the
bottom of the list in terms of alumnae donations.
One reason for this, says Royer, is that "for many
years it was a largely commuter college."
She explains that Barnard was founded over 100
years ago with little money and no land, unlike
many of its counterparts. According to Royer, "a
strong endowment ensures the future of a college . .
. since our endowment has always been small
we've had to practice living within our means and
we've managed to do that successfully." She
referred to the fact that for the past 15 years,
Barnard has maintained a balanced budget.
Barnard's eight-year fund-raising drive has also
been successful, garnering for the college $45
million of its $100 million goal.

Money is essential if Barnard intends to keep its
standards high and preserve its all-women status.
There are those, however, who contest the need for
single-sex institutions now that the majority of
universities are coeducational. Young women now
have a choice between coeducation and single-sex
A • BARNARD BULLETIN

instruction and most are opting for the former. According to
the July 5, 1990 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education,
only 11 percent of college-bound women would considei
attending a single-sex institution. The fate of women's
colleges does not depend only on money but on the will and
consciousness of women who will eventually determine
whether there is truly a need for single-sex education.
(Next Issue: The debate surrounding single-sex education.)

Brinley Bniton is a Barnard College senior.
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Latino Rap Session
Separates Image from
Reality

3h celebration of Latino Heritage
Month, a rap session entitled Images \s
Real i ty was held on Wednesday
October 14 in Sulzberger Hall The
group was diverse in its background,
including Chileans, Colombians,
ubans, Dominicans, Mexicans, Puerto

Ricans, Trirudadians and various other
cul'ural and ethnic mixes.

Most the participants were
second generation Latinos however
'here ™ere a'«o first generation Latinos
present and Latinos whose families had
been living in the United States for
nany generations Duung the evening,
the group discussed the negative
.mages of Latinos and the reality of who
:hey were

The rap session began \ \ i t h
Francesa Cuevas, directoi of the Higher
Education Oppor tun i ty Program,
eading the group in an exercise on
.atmo stereotypes llie group compiled
i list of Latino stereotypes, discussed
hem and broke them down The

audience discussed how stereotypes are
society s way of defining groups and
/miong them from defining themselves
and being individuals Berena Cabarcis
(CC 94) felt that the exercise was
iseful It gave us the power to define
ouiselves because no one else has that
ight It was especially encouraging to

see a high school student present who
was coming to terms with hei own
dentity Even as college students we
re still going through the same thing

During the next exercise, the group
defined who Latinos really are Barnard
panish Professor Al ic ia R-imos

moderated the discussion She asked
hose present to compile a list of items
hey would include if they were writing
i piece entitled I Am What I Am The
extensive list included all aspects of the
Latino culture such as heritage, religion,
ood, pride Ramos then read Rosario
Morales reflections on Latma identity
muled 1 Am What I Am The group

responded favorably to it and eagerly
shared experiences, opinions and
thoughts on the various topics that it
touched upon Latinos in the United
States, like other immigrants, are torn
between adapting the American culture
and customs and retaining the
t iadi t ioml Lat ino culture The
discussion revolved around the
difficulties in maintaining the delicate
balance between these cultures

Most of the students referred to
language as they attempted to
demonstrate the challenges of being
bicultural The Spanish language, a
majoi contnbuting factor in uniting the
Latin American countnes, LS an inherent
Latino identity However some of the

Latino students at the discussion knew
little or no Spanish while others were
fluent Kathenne Mendoza (CC '94),
expressed anger towards her fellow
I atmos who held it against her that she
did not speak Spanish My mother
didn t allow me to speak Spanish
because she wanted to make my life
easier,' she explained Bryonn Bam (CC
95), a Tnnidadian, explained how

language was manipulated in his home
My mother sounds like two totally

diffeient people When she's speaking
to her fr iends she has a Caribbean
accent but when she speaks to school
officials, for example she sounds
European, adopting an Fnglish accent
Bain demonstrated that various dialecLs
and accents of language have their own
place in everyday speech Iliis is also
true in several Latino homes Spanish is
spoken to some relatives and English is
spoken to others Colloquial English
and colloquial Spanish (or Spanglish for
that matter) is .spoken with friends and
family and proper English or Spanish is
spoken when necessary

Many of the participants in the
discussion expressed their need to
define themselves ind recogm?ed a
need to create a new defini t ion of

Latino due to the complicated and
ehboiate history of Latinos, not only in
their native countnes but within the

United States Joanne Garce (BC 94
expressed the frustration felt when
others attempt to criticire her degree o
'Latmoness' Belen Aranda (CC 95
explained how she reclaimed he
identity by actively seeking out ht
roots, history and learning he
language After visi t ing Chile, he
country of origin and learning Spanish
on her own, Belen was better able to
define herself Alicia Guevara (CC '94}
also related a similar experience She
spent a week in Cuba ' By the end o
the week I was convinced tha t my
family saw me as the Cuban I wanted to
be viewed as,' Guevara explained

I Am What 1 Am stirred so many
emotions and reactions that Ramos die
not have the time to share a poem Fo
the Color of My Mother' by Cherne
Moraga that she had brought with her
Professor Ramos regretted not being
able to share this poem with the group
because it 'would have touched on
more gender specific issues

The participants agreed that the
event was successful in dispelling the
negative images of Latinos and ir
defining Latinos realistically However
the discussion did not concentrate on
the intended focus of the night I atmas
When asked, Belen Aranda, a
cooidmator of the event, said that she
was not very surprised at the evening
outcome because ' there are few
oppoitumties available for Latinos to
just talk " According to some of the
participants and facilitators the high
turn out and the success of this even!
demonstrates the need for more
discussion type events

Juhe lot res is a Barnard College senior
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MTV Generation in the Voting Booth
Next week, our nation will elect a new

president Or more precisely, it is the
segment of the population that is registered
to vote which has the ability to cast a ballot
for Us favorite candidate and choose who will
occupy the White House for the next four
years And of those who are eligible to vote,
as statistics have shown, there is only a
certain percentage that will show up at the
polls

This election year, however, many
political forecasters are predicting interesting
changes on these grounds As a result of
strong get-out-the-vote efforts by myriad
groups and organizations, eyes will not only
be focused on who the wmneis and losers
p. ill be on November 3, but also on who
really did get out and vote This season,
certain groups targeted their voter
registration efforts on the segment of the
population between 18 and 34, partly
because it includes many first time registered
voters, but also because it is a potentially
formidable voting block Now, what remains
to be seen is if this block will 'vote loud" as
M FV urges in its numerous ' Kock the Vote"
ads

More than 91 million voting-age
Americans did not vote in the 1988 elections
In that same election, only 44 percent of
Americans between the ages of 18 and 34
voted Many analysts and citi?ens attribute
such apathy to national elections within this
age bracket to feelings of being ignored by
politicians and disconnected from the whole
political process A National Abortion Rights
League (NARAL) spokeswoman echoed this
sentiment, explaining, "It [voter turnout) has
been low because I think teenagers and
young people feel alienated from the political
system President of the College Democrats,
Kit Aggarwal i (CC '94) asserts that this trend
isn't necess inl) true for college students,
since they ' \ e continued to vote But in
general, he blames the practices of the
former administration "These are people
who grew up in the Reagan years when
politics involved a lot of name-calling and
deception People got turned off by that,"
slid Aggarwala According to a member of
College Republicans at Columbia, Ben Sachs
fCC '94), it was the lackluster candidates who
were responsible ' Neither candidate excited
people in my age group," he commented
Whatever the reasons are, many groups were
alarmed bv this l a c k of participation and
decided to take action to reverse this trend
For the last two months m New York, one
could scarcely avoid a corner where voter

registrations were not being processed Due
to dire economic circumstances, a sense that
there is a viable choice, or both, Americans
are eager to voice their positions According
to an artit le in Ttje New York Times, "After a
months of dismissing the presidential
campaign with a mix of cynicism and apathy,
Americans have become invigorated by the
race, registering to vote in record numbers
and clinging to every word of the debates
and election coverage " After a 20-year
decline, the get-out-the-vote push this year
has turned things around New York City has
added 613,000 voters, bringing its rolls to 3 2
million, the highest in 20 years

Though most of the registration here in
New York was carried on by non-partisan
groups, a sizeable portion was initiated with
a particular ticket in mind NARAL sponsored
extensive tabling efforts and on Nov 3, they
will continue by coordinating a substantial
election-day drive which will include
phoning thousands of Americans and
encouraging them to vote Since electing as
many pro-choice candidates as possible is a
ma]or aim of this campaign, NARAL is quick
to remind prospective voters of who those
candidates are

On campus, many student organizations
ln"e sponsored similar drives, including the
College Democrats in terms of sheer
numbers, theu drive was not that effective
However, this fact does not point to any
weakness, but to the political awareness of
the student Ixjdy Aggarwala states, "It turned
out that a lot of students were already
registered " Still, 200 new voters were
registered by the group

According to an MTV survey late last
month, 76 percent of viewers polled said that
in this election they were "very likely to
vote," with 6l percent reporting they were
almost certain' to do so

Many analysts credit this renewed or new
interest toward politics, particularly v\ithm
this younger voting block to the 'Rock the
Vote" campaign Its hip, colorful, and
sometimes irreverent messages
communicated through rock stars and other
popular celebrities have a special resonance
with younger voters, different from past,
more conventional campaigns to augment
voter participation In a frequently aired ad,
the lead singer of Aerosmith, Steven Tyler,
shouts, ' Protect youi freedoms' Vote1 "Even
for the wrong person," adds the bass player,
Tom Hamilton Democrats, the assumed
"right' party for MTV audiences, will likely
gam the bulk of the new votership if this
effort proves successful M IV's own recent

poll puts Clinton ahead of incumbent Georj.
Bush by 24 points with its viewers
Aggarwala contends that tins year's
candidates are responsible for the revived
interest in politics on the part of young
voters ' This year there's definitely a change
on the Democratic side, having two relatively
young candidates with whom the young t.m
associate In general, I'd say it's been the
baby-boom generation who's had control ol
American politics This is less and less the
case More attention will have to be paid to
environmentalist!!, to education, building for
the future and the infrastructure, he s ud
Sachs, on the other hand, maintains that the
majority of young voters do not share an
affinity with the Clinton-Gore ticket simply
because they represent a younger general 101
Instead, he holds that, 'within the 18 to 30
age group, the majority identifies it sell is
Republican This is largely attributable to
Ronald Reagan who was a strong le ick r tint
had basically simple beliefs that they could
identify with'

Only with time can we measure the
success of this season s voter registration
drives Perhaps tins heightened political
participation isn t simply a transient trend
Maybe we'll realise that it's .u tually ourtelve
who gain the most as we me rej singly imolu
ourselves in the democratic process
Nicole Hala is a Barnard College junior

FREE TRAVFL
AND

RESUME EXPERIENCE"

Individuals and Student
Organizations wanted to
promote
SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader Intei-
Campus Programs

1-800-327-6013
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One-way tickets under $55

It's the Delta Shuttle Flight Pack™
And if you thought your textbooks
would get you far, take a look at
our book.

A Might Pack is a book of four
one-way tickets for just $219 Or a book
of eight one-way tickets for just $399;
that's $50 for each ticket.

You can use these tickets to fly
between New York's LaGuardia Airport
and Washington D C 's National
Airport, or New York and Boston's
Logan Airport.

Flight Pack tickets can be used
Monday thru Friday, 10:30 a.m. to
2'30 p m and 7'30 p m. to 9:30 p.m
On Saturdays and Sundays you can use
them anytime you want. Don't worry, if

you don't finish the book this semester,
it's good for a full year

And just by enrolling in Delta's
Frequent Flyer program you can
accumulate valuable mileage for
future travel.

For more information call your
travel agent or Delta at 1-800-221-1212.
And leain the true value of flying the
Delta Shuttle

^DELTASHUTTLE WurN
YouAiu' -

Conditions of Travel Travel valid for one (1) year from date of issue Rooks and coupons aie non-transferable to different individuals Emne hooks must he presented
at time of travel Coupons are invalid if detached from book Valid for youths 12-24 years ol age Proof of age required Iravel at non-designated youth times is
permitted upon payment of the difference between the fare in effe< t at the t ime of travel and the value of the Flight Pack discount coupon Refund and cancellation
penalties will apply There are no refunds for lost or stolen books Passenger facility charges may appK hues and rules arc subject to change without notice
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Buddhist Symposium Teaches Creative
Resistance to Aggression

I looked up, and there he was. The small,
quizzical frame of the man who went on the road-with
Jack Kerouac, and who saw "the best minds of his
generation destroyed by madness...'' as his most well-
•cnown poem, Howl reads, was standing directly
Before me.

Although the reason I i n i t i a l l y came to the
symposium was to hear this poet whom I deeply
•evere, Allen Ginsberg, speak, the issues discussed
,vere as intriguing as the misty-eyed poet.

The symposium was ent i t led "Creative
Resistance to Aggression," and was held at Earl Hall on,
Saturday, October 17th. It was sponsored by a
conglomerate of Buddhist associations, the Unitarian
Universalist Campus Ministry, and the Jaques Marchais Center
of Tibetan Art. The speakers included Professor Robert
Thurman, senior student of the Dalai Lama and professor of
Tido-Tibetan Buddhist studies at Columbia, Rinchen Dharlo,
he North American repiesemative of the Dalai Lama of Tibet,

William Kistler, poet and social activist, and Allen Ginsberg,
who is also a student of the late Tibetan master, Chogyam
Trungpa Rinpoche.

Thurman opened the symposium by discussing the
arious modes of aggression that occui in the business world.

He specifically talked of the bitier corporate competitiveness
hat lurks within the world of fiee trade today, adveisely

affecting a nation's populace and the environment . For
example, exporting Coca-cola, a non-essential good, hurts
he Third World country who imports it by depriving the
x:ople of jobs and and damages the environment by wasting
nergy burning hydrocarbons. If U.S. corn was .sold to

Mexico in unlimited amounts, thousands of Mexicans in
campesinos would lose their jobs and be forced lo move to
cities in search of work. This in turn, would have piofound
environmental and social impacts as cities grew extensively
crowded and less woik was available, Thuiman pointed out

To resist this soil of aggression inflicted on others
and the planet, Thurman suggested t h a t smaller, when
ipplied to trading, is better and that individuals alter their
priorities to an extent in the business world. Ins tead ,
nternational trade of essential goods would "save encigy and
essen the disniption of people," he said. Individuals going
nto the business world need to put more of an emphasis on
he quality of the corporation when seeking a job — and
>nce working, on the pioducts being manufactuied — than
»n purely f inancial gain. Concerning the conflicts t h a t
laturally occur in Liusiness, the way to face them would be
y not lett ing the self become very a t t ached . This non-
ttachment creates a person who is flexible and able to work

photo by Deanna Welch

under all sons of tumultuous circumstances, he said.
Another sort of aggression tha t was specifically

relevant to the Tibetan Buddhist speakers is governmen
oppression. The reaction to the oppression of the People's
Republic of China on the people of Tibet was the focus oi
much of the symposium. China svhich has occupied Tibet foi
40 years, fails to lecognize the Dalai Lama, is ruining the lanr
ecologically, and caishes the will of the Tibetan people
along with its own Chinese people as was seen by the
Tiananmen Square massacre.

The political steps Kistler suggested that would free
Tibet would be 10 have nations discontinue building their
"export platfoims1 ' to China, but rather boycott their goods
because of their Tibetan oppression. As there would not be
any profit for China, the nation would then liberate Tibet
more economical act than having to pay public iclations firms
to tell lies about then acus of genocide in Tibet, Kistler said

The Dalai Lama and hence the major i ty of his
fo l lowing Tibetan people have reacted to this Chinese
occupation passively. The 1001 of die Dalai Lama's teachings
strays fiom hate. "If you are angry at evil, evil cannot be
conquered I t has conqueied you by making you feel hate,'
Ki.stlei said, p.iraphiasing the Dalai Lama.

He went on to say that this non-violent response is
t r u l y the most heroic and strong action because it is
confronting the problem head on by speaking out and laying
one's l i fe on the l ine. In turn, this renders more logical
decision making because through speaking one's mind
frustration which is a form of suppressed anger, is converted
to positive action. As Kistler reported the Dalai Lama is fond
of saying, "Why be unhappy if the situation can be favorably
remedied? Why be unhappy if we can't do anything about it?
Then let us use our patience and tolerance and be happy
anvwav."

continued on page 22
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I Li A I U R I; S

Freedom of (.Lack of)
Information

My mission began at the beginning of the week,
when a would-be Features article needed a bit of researching
into the political views of our three nationally-ballotted
Presidential candidates. The intention was to compare the
stances of Messis. Bush, Clinton, and Peiot in a nonpartisan
and highly enlightened format. I felt the insider's surge of
adrenaline as I called /i-l-l — 1, a member of the free press,
requesting The Scoop from behind the scenes at
headquarters — but alas, the search foi comiades was to
begin poorly. "What campaign headquaiters were you
looking for — Clifton? I have
no l is t ing for a mister Bil l
Clifton, ma'am..." So much foi
name recognition. Phone
numbers garnered, I chose
carefully: which order of
inquiry would best represent
my political and moial beliefs?

Electing to save the
best for last, I promptly dialed
Bush/Quayle '92 and as the
ring of tine telephone purred, I
imagined myself soon
confronted with a h u m a n
extension of Bush/Quayle '92, a misguided soul volunteering
to help fuither the Bush administration policies — servant to
the ignorant! Propagatoi of social imperialism! Degrader of
the forgotten points of light! Incinerator of the Bill of Rights!
Insulter of all that was — "Good morning, this is Bush
Quayle headquarters, how may I help you?" My heart sank,
his voice was lovely. He caied about me Uh . "Yes, I'm
calling from the Barnard Bul le t in ' we're interested in
publishing a story on the policy proposals of Candidate Bush;
would you happen to have a press packet available?" "No,
ma'am, we don't do tha t here. You'l l have to call our
Washington office foi tha t " "Do you have any issue
statements or glossy photos perhaps?" "I just told you what
to do, lady.." Click. Yes! Vindication! The condescension
of the Bush/Quayle entity at large hereby revealed! I was
satisfied by the feeling of icvenge in silently withdrawing my
offer of free publicity.

Now to turn to the ally, the Clinton-Gore empathy in
this anonymous, cut-throat campaign. Each ring of the
telephone brough' me closer to tnist and calm I would soon
seek comraderie, a common philosophy, a shaied desire for
all that was good, a mutual vision of equality amongst a!!
living creatures.. .After five minutes I was disconnected. This
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pattern continued for three or four attempts, each time with
renewed enthusiasm on my part (how busy they were, after
all). A voice finally responded with an unidentified
monosyllable and I found myself transferred to someone in
the publications department. They listened to my credentials
hurriedly and bumped me to the press people, who gave me
to the issues people, who returned me to the front desk
where I received another monosyllable and disconnection.

Crestfallen and emotionally drained, I dialed Perot
headquarters, and it was with private relief that I listened to

the unending busy signals.
Ah, well, so much for the
search for truth. In a
moment of pause I wonder
why it is we have no more
information to pass on Is
disorganization at such a
premium that short-term
requests for very general
information could not be
accommodated at the
bureau of the largest city in
the union? How does this
reflect the organization
level of the campaigns as a

whole? Could it be that the information had to be collated,
and my voice did not inspire any action? Had I been part of a
commercial organization, would they have salivated at the
thought of showering us with press releases? My concerns
ultimately lie with the readers of the Bulletin, for whom a
topical survey of issues might have been intriguing and
informative, yet the revelation that our candidates somehow
fai l to support communication with members of the
community is unsettling

My hero is in part an exception: the Clinton/Gore
campaign has offered to the Bulletin a letter to students...
The Clinton-Gore campaign has submitted ihc following
letter written by Governor Bill Clinton for the readers of the
Bulletin.

I learned something when I was in college which I
have never forgotten and which motivates me to this day. I
had a professor who taught that America's greatness is based
on two ideas- that tomorrow can be better than today, and
that each of us has a personal responsibility to make it so.
I still believe that and I hope you can too.

continued on page22
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Asian Lesbians pf the
"last Coast Provide .
•pace of Support and
Impowerment

\Vhen I came out, it \vas in the context of a
predominantly white lesbian community at Barnard I
noticed almost immediately tha t Asian-Americans were
glaringly absent in the mainstream" gay/lesbian community,
and even within groups of women of color There is often
no Asian or Asian-American representauon in both lesbian of
color and predominantly v\ lute anthologies Moreover, while
there are anthologies specifically for works of Chicana,
African-American, or Lat ina lesbians, there is still no
anthology dedicated exclusively to exploring the \anous
meanings of being Asian and lesbian I have often found my
identity as a Chinese-American compromised, diminished,
and at times, erased within such a community
But while my racial background is often annihilated in the
lesbian community, my lesbianism is invalidated by the Asian
community There is no word in Chinese for lesbian Our
existence is not acknowledged because it disrupts and
threatens the Confucian system of \a lues in which the
patriarchal family is ideali7ed

These kind of margmahzations invalidate, silence, and
disempower all Asian lesbians and lesbians of color Asian
lesbians of the East Coast cALOhQ is dedicated to providing
a space for Asian lesbians to share our expenences of racism,
sexism, and homophobia It is a space where tiresome
explanations of culture 01 language are not needed, and
where one does not feel fragmented and alienated because of
one s sexuahtv race, and ethmcitv It is a space of self
empowerment and self discovery

As one member, Milvoung Cho said, When I came to the
city, I didn t know any Asian lesbians ALOtC pro\ ided me
with a common experience and understanding that I needed,
as well as an affirming place I didn t knov, any Asian
lesb'ans It was important to know that the\ existed, so I
knew I w asn t crazy '

Another member, Lisa Yee, commented that her life has
turned around [because of ALOEC She went on to say that
she has made some good friends in the group who
understand the specific dynamics within an Asian famih and
their expectations

Yee stated, "From an Asian point of view, it's nice that
things are understood already [in the group] And from a
lesbian point of \ iew, it's nice to hang around with dykes
I in not an odd person in a heterosexual world I feel more
comfortable being out I feel more integrated
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A founding member of ALOEC, June Chan, said the
group s meetings are very- much oriented toward
'consciousness raising The organization began in 1983 A'
this time, Chan observed an absence of Asians in the
gay/lesbian communiD, and she began talking to other Asiart
lesbians and networking ALOEC grew out of these womef
simply sitting around and talking to each other about their
expenences Chan remembers the beginning of ALOEC as af
'exciting time, for it was a time when she and othei womef
were finally given a structure to truly come out as Asian and
as lesbian

Chan noted The issues of oppression of lausm and
sexism as Asiin women are the same We needed to
organize autonomousK to gam empowerment We have
discovered that when vou orgam?e separately vou gain so
much more power You are more in control of vour ovvr)
issues

Chan stated tha t \LOEC s main goals aie to be an
autonomous o igamzat ion to meet one another s needs
(depending on whoever is in ihe oiganuation at the time)
and to dev elop themselv es At this moment, ALOEC s core ii
compnsed mamlv of Chinese and Koreans According to
Chan, the organi7itions mailing list has giown from sixty to
around one hundred people

Most members note that \I OEC currently has a more
social rather than political bent although thev were all quick
to point out that tins do^s not mean theie is a lack of political
awareness or consciousness w i t h i n the organization I feel
that simph cieatmg a s i te space for Asian lesbians in a
patnarchal racis' and homophobic society is a powerful act
of political icsistance

Furthermore VLOEC his pmiupated in exphcitlv political
events Thev were at the foreiront of the protests agatast the
racist and misogvn i s t B i o a d w a v musical , Miss Saigon
According to Cho, \\ e sparked [the issue! up not because of
casting issue \\e were opposed to the content, we didnt
bel ieve the show should even exist ALOEC was also
involved in the demonstridon commemorating the ten vear
anmversarv of the death ot \ incent Chin, who was killed in a
blatant lv racist attack
continued on page 14 ~~
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Griffin Speaks at the
Center For Research On
Women

On October 15, the Barnard Center
for Research on Women sponsored
writer and film director Susan Griffin's
discussion of her recently published
novel, The Chorus of Stones;
the Private Life of War. Griffin read
excerpts from her novel, followed with
an interpretation of the readings, and

' ended by answering questions.
The Chorus of Stones deals with

various themes pertaining to war in a
deteriorating modern day society.
Subject matter includes the Manhattan
Project, mil i tary scientists such as
Vemabon Brown, the V2 Missile
(prototype to the ICBM Missile used in a
nuclear war), and the Holocaust.
Griffin said that her "greatest distress
relates to how we have arrived with the
invention of nuclear arms," because she
believes that the mechanical production
of weapons has led to indifference to
human life.

Griffin discussed various modern
weapons and thei r inventors
throughout the past century, but
devoted much of her concern to the
creation of the nuclear bomb by raising
the question, "[w]hy is it, in the
twentieth century, that our greatest fire
power is aimed at civilians?"

One of the strongest themes in her
novel is the separation of the public and
private spheres, and how this
separation has impersonalized our
society. G r i f f i n explained that the
division between life in the industrial
sphere and life in the private home
unraveled feminist ideas. "People are
frightened of feminism for fear of losing
their private sanctuary." Nevertheless,
she felt that the role of feminism holds
great importance in the merging of
these two spheres. "Women's liberation
allowed the political and the personal
to merge, since rights were created
against rape and sexual abuse." Griffin
concluded that "the raping of women
and bombing of women and children

are both of one movement."
Some may object to the placement of

women in the role of political victims,
and men in t h a t of the political
oppressors Gr i f f in explained that
although the book focuses on a
masculine history, "[it] is meant to cross
the line of gender, and instead focus on
how gender is a part of a social system."
The masculinity of war is only derived
from the fact that the military defense is
mostly comprised of men. "As far as
war is concerned," stated Gri f f in ,
"female and male are equally
responsible."

"Griffin suggested that various
additional separations are responsible
for the breakdown of society. She
illustrated how the Christian-based
opposition of spirit and matter was the
major building block of the Western
society, along with its breakdown.
Griffin stated that "[t]he polarity
between spirit and matter was
destroyed when Einstein discovered
that matter was energy. We learned to
split energy - energy now realizes
radioactivity." She perceives this
destructiveness in the form of the
nuclear bomb. "The development of
nuclear weapons was a suicidal motion.
The split between 'spin'!' and matter has
constantly tried to be destroyed
throughout history." Griffin believes
the line must be broken, but that
humanity has approached this barrier
incorrectly.
Along with the distortion of Western
Science, Griffin also feels that society
has abused the dogma by l inking
gender to the spirit/ matter binary.
"Women are assumed to be earthy, of
matter, and private, while men are out
in public." She rejected these
essentialisms, but stated that these traits
are incorporated into females and males
by the public.

One main topic of the novel is
society's ability to deny reality. Griffen

recounted a brief autobiographical story
of her own grandmother's ostracism by
her family for partaking in some
unspeakable situation. The family
could never even say her name. Griffin
compares this denial with that of
modern day society. She believes in the
need for the public to confront the
reality of damage created by war, fear,
and carelessness. "We need to confront
the damage of past history, and do a
major shift in our relation to the
universe. We must head towards an age
of meshing sexuality and government."
By blurring the line between spirit and
matter , Gr i f f i n feels people will
communica te and share a better
understanding of one another.
Priscilla Fusco is a Barnard College
first -year student.
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W O M L N S I S S U I: S

Torchlight Parade
Shows Support of
Clinton and
Abrams

There V v i l l be a mass mobilization of women interested
transforming the course of America on \>, ednesdav, October 28 Fhis
e\ent \\ill s>mbolize the new light of change that our country •w
v, ith a Democratic \ icton
The "Torchlight Parade," organi7ed b\ women acti\ists, is intenaed to
mobili7e \oters in order to bring about a new era in the political
process

This is a most important election \ear The failed economy is
major issue concerning our country Still, other issues are high on oui
agenda as -well It did not take Anita Hill for many of us to understanc
the importance of ha\mg women, or men with pro-woman \alues anc
achievements, in public office Lnfortunately, it did take Anita Hill to
av aken certain communities to the importance of respect for contro
o\er our bodies, whether the issue is choice, date rape, or sexual
harissment

This parade marks the growth of a mo\ ement, symbolized bv
ocojmng simultaneously all across the country
For the event to be a real triumph, e\eryone must know about it
are counting on you to make this parade a success Please take some
time between now and October 28, to help make this parade a forceful
statement of our concern for issues such as )obs, education,
choice, and a galvanising event for womens vote, so crucial to a
Democratic \ ictorv

Marchers will gather at Madison Square Park, 23rd Street and
A\enue at 600 pm, and at 700 pm the march will begin towards the
final destination of Washington Square Park

ALOEC is currently involved in the publication of
Colorlife', a magazine for gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
two spint (a Native Amencan term for gay and lesbian)
people of color They are also developing a project to
promote Asian lesbian visibility in which the group
hopes to blitz a neighborhood with "provocative
Asian lesbian visibility signs In addition, ALOFC
hopes to address the issue of the AIDS epidemic in
Asia Throughout the year, ALOEC sponsors various
social events such as dinner outings, drag parties, and

irJ retreats

see organization

the and

Fifth out

Dawn Zumff graduated from Barnard College in '92 She is currenth
Chief of Constituencies for the Bob Abrams Senate Campaign
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On a more serious level, I asked Chan how the
deals with issues of xenophobia and

internalized racism and homophobia Also, I
expressed concern o\ er the erasure of all differences
for the sake of umtv, I questioned whether there was
room for multiple and contradictory representations

positions \ \ i th in the term of Asian lesbian
particularlv when "Asian" is a term used to descnbe
se\eral vastly different cultures Chan acknowledged
that all of these issues have come up in discussions
and that the issue of looking at our differences has
3een\er> painful

It is clear that, with ALOEC, a space has been
constructed for one of the least represented groups

the lesbian/gay community and within the
\sian community' As Milyoung Cho stated, 'ALOEC is

place where Asian lesbians support each other and
affirm who we are m terms of sexual orientation and
racial background It is a place where Asian lesbuns

come together and network and meet each other
It is a place where we support each other in our
3ohtical struggles It is a place where we arc

w a r d l ) identified as Asian lesbians, that b
something not reflected anywhere else We are a
gathering ground for Asian lesbians and that is an
mportant function'

Judy } u ts a U omen s Issues editor and a Barnaul
allege Jitniot For information on ALOEC's meeting

times please Lontactjud} at \3-1180

rallies ̂ i thm

VOTE.
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FESTIVAL
Friday Nov. 27 8 PM

THRU
Sunday Nov. 29 12 AM

Jerry Butler; Jackie Wilson; Fontella Bass; The Impressions;
Tyrone Davis; James Brown; Louis Jordan; King Cole Trio;

Amos Milborne; Charles Brown; Percy Mayfield; Roy Brown;
Rosco Gordon; Mahalia Jackson; Five Blind Boys; Ray Charles;
Otis Redding; Sam&Dave; Solomon Burke; Wilson Pickett; Joe

Tex; Don Covay; Booker T. & the MG's; Johnnie Taylor; Marvin
Gaye; Stevie Wonder; The Miracles: Sam Cooke; Aretha

Franklin; Soul Sisters; Allen Toussaint; Meters; Neville Bros.;
Lee Dorsey; Guitar Slim; Al Green; Curtis Mayfield....and MOM!
PLUS special label spotlights: Stax/Volt/Atco/Motown/Atlantic,
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Natalie Kampen
Professor Natalie Kampen, Chair of the Women's Studies

Department, and Professor of Art History at Barnard, is one
of the founders of the Feminism in Art and Art History
Conference, which is held at Barnard annually. Marlena
Sonn interviewed her after the most recent conference,
which took place on Saturday, October 17.
Marlena Sonn: What's die history of the art conference?
Natalie Kampen: It started in 1988. I had come here to be
both chair of the Women's Studies department, and a
professor of art history, and I wanted to find a way to put
those two things together. One day I was visiting a friend
in Buffalo who was also doing feminist art history, and we
were talking about how we could never get everyone who
does what we do together in one place. So we decided lo
try to figure out a way to do it We knew that my setting
here would provide a good environment because I had a
staff and a good space. We put together a list of everyone
we knew who was doing feminist ait history and sent lots
of notes to everybody, and they said, "Yeah, we want to do
it." It was very seat of the panti.

The first year there were about a hundred people that
came, and they were wild about it, because it was totally
nonhierarchical. Lots and lots of very famous people came,
and they had no fiamework in which to be stars. So we
were all alike - the graduate students, the famous older
people, people from the real world, all simply talking to
each other. We liked it a lot. Aftei it was over, it had been
so successful that everyone said they wanted it again. So
we did it again.

Great changes have taken place over the last five years.
We went from having invited speakers standing up at a
podium teaching people, to a format where we have only
T-, orkshops Kach workshop has two facilitators; they'ie not
v 're to lecture. They can be graduate students or famous
-. rofcisor.-., but they're there simply to pose some questions
so that the group of people can come together to talk about
these specific issues. Then they're supposed to stay out of
the way. It's totally democratized in that sense.
The second tiling that's changed over the years is that at first
almost everyone at the conference was an art historian,
they're who Carol, my co-organizer and I knew. These were
hardly any artists, critics, or museum people. There were
almost no women of color, because there are so fev> women
of color that do art lustory-they are located in the visual arts,
and in museum work, and in criticism We realized that if we
wanted this to be the kind of inclusive and politically
cohesive environment that we had in mind, we would have

Natalie Kampen photo by Rebecca Layton

to change it conceptually. Rather than saying, 'Well, there
aren't any art historians who are women of color Too bad,'
which is what major mainstream organizatioas have done, we
changed it to the Feminist Art and Art History conference
The conference now incorporates a lot of sessions on issues
of concern to women of color, and women of color aie now
directors and co-directors So that changed it. There's still
always a very conscious effort on the part of the board to
recruit women of color, because since it started out as a white
operation, there's not a sense of necessary entitlement on the
part of women of color. Over the years it's gotten somewhat
better, but it'll take a long, long time, because while
organisations are always trying to undo the damage that they
did at their moments of origin. This conference follows that
pattern absolutely.
MS: How many workshops were run by women of color?
NK: A quarter of the sessions were involved with
women of color specifically, and a quarter were by or about
lesbians. So that too \\as a result of shifting the ground
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Talks Art, Art History
and Feminism
somewhat The demographics are fascinating fhere are
plenty of art historians who are lesbians, but very few of them
are out Theie are more out lesbians in architectural history,
and a lot are artists also There are almost no out lesbians in
the museum world So again, shifting the ground, making
architectural history one of the focuses, and strengthening the
representation of artists meant that lesbians had a place I hey
didn't have to try to fit into someone else's space This year
and last year worked very well, in terms of representation and
the feeling of belonging Both lesbians and women of color
seem to have expressed that, and this seems to be an ongoing
commitment One of the other tilings which is a little bit
different is that we're strengthening the presence of
Canadians Cause, behe\e it or not, they re a disempo\\ered
group who are eiased fiom North America So we had a
number of sessions that were by and ?bout Canadians, and
next year one of the co-chairs is a Canadian
MS: How many Asian Americans participated in the
conference' Were they aitists or art histonans'
NK: All three are artists It's still very problematic to find
women who are doing history on the East coast It's no
problem on the West coast, cause there aie lots, but it s loo
expensive foi them to come out for a one day conference I
think that's something that's gradually going to change
Among my graduate students in art history there are a handful
of Asian American women who are interested in Asian ait,
and in European, African and Pacific art
MS: I was interested in the dynamics between the artists and
the art historians
NK: That is an area with a long history of being
problematic When the universities in the West began to teach
art history, they did so as upper class gentlemen who were
largely interested in understanding then own collections
There was a real connection between the connoisseur and the
art historian which only began to change in the Li S in the 20 s
and 30s, largely because of the influx of Jewish and German
art historians during the war They brought a different
tradition of scholarship, and their roots \\eie b\ no means
aristocratic So they shifted the ground to the point where my
generation of art historians includes a lot of middle class and
bourgeois folks Even among the white populaUon, there are
differences of class and ethmcitv, and obviously there have
been changes in terms of gender representation So the
polarization of the artist as declasse in relation to the
aristocratic art historian has changed substantially Even as
late as the 70's and 80's, however, the separation u as still
going on

So that's the histoncal background to the problem The
women - feminist or not - sometimes carried that over But
there was much less of that kind of suspicion and dislike
among the women because it was really the women aitists
who had been first to giasp the sigmficaiif e of feminism for
their own work In a sense, they drew the art historians into
the project of understanding the ait of the past through a
gendeied vision

We didn't have anything against the artists, but \\e leally
did want to talk ait history And artists have a different set of
questions So for die first two yeais we really kept restricted,
and didn't invite artists, even though moie and moie artists
started to think about it and wanted to come When we
realised the implications of the exclusion for class, uce and
ethnicity, we reah/ed that we had to lethmk the whole
question 'I hrough the participation of the artists, we have
done so there are sessions separately foi artists, and
separately for art historians, and plenty of people go to each
one from the other camp There aie more and more sessions
that put the two togethei, because v\e discovered that they've
got lots to say to each other
MS: So, in retrospect, how do you feel about this most iccent
confeience'
NK: Well, I think it should piobably be ob\ious from what
I'm saying that I'm very proud to be associated with it For all
its having started out in an absolutely narrow and parochial
way, if we hadn't done it even the wrong way that first
year, we wouldn't have got to the last few years of doing it
right And 1 m very happy with people's comments
afterwards They ve been a nice mix of grumblings about
what wasn't there, or what wasn't right, and comments which
reflect a pervasive sense that it is <> comfort ible place People
routinely say that thev look forward to coming, icgirdless of
whether they're satisfied with the details, or whether the
intellectual level is high enough, 01 the theoiy is good
enough It's a nice place to come, where \ou talk about things
that matter to you v, ith people who are smart and
sympathetic, in a nonhieraichical and ic-1 ixmg emiionment
So the conference does whit it sel out to do

Marlena Sonn >s a Barnaul College junior
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Roman Cinematique
After having taken on the Mahabharatha, Shashi Tharoor

now takes on the Bombay film world in his latest book, Show
Business. The book charts the fortunes of one Ashok Banja, a
tall, lanky man with a garage mechanic's face, who, against
the will of his prominent family, becomes an actor. He rises
to fame in a new breed of action films, and soon necessitates
the coinage of the word 'megastar. ' He marries the
wholesome, homely (in the Indian sense of the word) Maya
while having an affair with a sultry co-star whose fame rises
from her willingness to bare her body. Eventually, he stars in
a movie with his wife and his mistress. At the apex of his
popularity, he turns to politics, but his more-or-less
accidental involvement in a scandal involving Swiss bank
accounts precipitates a return to the film world, since he
knows more about the engineering of its illusions than that of
the political world. On the set of a comeback movie, he has
an accident, and falls into a coma. Millions of Indians pray for
his health. If you have seen Hindi movies over the last 20
years this should sound rather familiar. Show Business is not
so much roman a clef as roman a porie ouverte. which is half
its charm.

A novel with references to Iftekar and Salim-Javed has
the chummy, nostalgic familiarity for certain readers that a
Brady Bunch scrapbook has for many Americans. Even if you
don't know Oil Ek Qila from Silsila, 'Iliaroor's comedy—for
example, his description of a middle aged corpulent dancer
performing the sexy gyrations a heroine is supposed to
mimic—is as broad as any th ing featuring Asran i , but
considerably funnier.

In true filmi style, the meat of the story is told in
flashbacks by Ashok Banjara from his hospital room.
Interspersed are hilarious summaries of some of his films,
and chapters from the point of view of other characters allow

the reader to see the limitations and inaccuracies in each
person's perspective. The most complex and turbulent
character is a sceen villain, Pranay, who is Ashok's rival for
the affections of Maya. Ashok has an unfulfilled desire to
please his father, no doubt to keep him from being an
unutterably unbearable narrator. His lover, Mehnaz, is as
much of a cipher in the book as she is in Hindi films. The
only chapter from her point of view allows her to wail about
her love for Ashok and his cruelty lo her. Luckily, she doesn't
wash his feet in her tears or run of to a temple to exchange
her life for his.

If you know anything about India, you may wonder
if 'Ilraroor is really trying to say that Amithab Bachchan was
accidentally trawled by higher-ups in the party into the
Bofors scam. Dravidians and Dravidophiles among us may
wonder why every one of Tharoor's Tamil characters aie
short, dark manglers of the English language, why the only
mention of South Indian film is in the context of the religious
films of N.T.R. and M.G.R. ( considering the other salient facii
about movies in the south are that they are raunchier and
more feminist) and why, despite the fact that Madrasi women
have ruled the box office since the days of Vyjayanthimala,
there isn't one Tamil actress in the book. Then again, maybe
not.

Show Business is a clever, facile book about
Bollywood that narrowly escapes the realm of aiiport fare. Of
course, the definitive novel on Amithab still needs to be
written.

Mina Kumar is a Barnard College junior.

We Invite all Barnard Seniors to get to know
our people and career opportunities

INVESTMENT BANKING
RECEPTION

Tuesday, October 27, 1992
at 7:00 pm

Harrison Room
Saloman Brothers Facuky House Univefsity
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GLUM GLAM GLIB
Maybe I got it all wrong, but I thought Friday night was

supposed to be a tribute to Bob Dylan's accomplishments in
his thirty years of being a recording artist. Dylan was a
spokesperson of his era. He turned raw and confused
emotions, as well as outright political statements into
beautiful poetry. So when Sinead O'Connor was practically
booed off the stage at Madison Square Garden, I was
saddened. I may not agiee with some of Sinead O'Connor's
political statements and some of the things she's said have
certainly angered me, but I was frightened by the blatant
disrespect fon
freedom of
expression. You
might say, "What
about the
a u d i e n c e ' s
freedom of
expression?" My
response is that
the tribute was
neither the time
nor the place to
address Sinead's
performance on
SNL. She wasn't
even performing
her own material
- she was just
paying tribute,
like everyone
else. What does it,
say about us
when we won't
even accept rock!

Maire Brennan
and roll's challenges to the system? The support of Sinead by
her fellow artists was incredible, especially considering the
bad press she's suffered. There may actually be some
integrity in the music business that hasn't yet been destroyed
by the industry. Unfortunately, today's audience may be the
ones who destroy what's left. I find it hard to believe that
anyone who booed Sinead ever understood any of Bob
Dylan's songs. This was proven when the most popular song
of the night was "Rainy Day Women," best known for its
chorus: "Everybody must get stoned." I don't think that all the
people singing along were talking about what they had just
done to Sinead.
This Week's Good Stuff:
Maire Brennan— Maire (Atlantic): Although still a member

of the Irish quartet Clannad, Maire Brennan has debuted as a
solo artist with a solid first effort. As a sister of Enya, Maire
has a tough act to follow, but she does so on her own terms.
Maire does remind one of Enya's first album, but there is
more of a lange of feeling; she often breaks away from the
dreamy, water-like atmosphere that her sister has been
known for. Well-backed by three of her sisters (not including
Enya), Maire offers a wonderful mix of traditional and
experimental music. Her songs range from a Gaelic lullaby,
written for her newborn child, to an almost danceable tune

dominated by
percussion. If
you enjoy
Enya, you

h o u 1 d
defini tely try
Maire
especially if
you are
looking for
s o m e t h i n g
with more
d i m e n s i o n s
and less
dreaminess.
Right Next
D o o r :
Because we
st i l l haven't
had a chance
to review the
too-skinnee-
is, we decided
to go see a

band we take more seriously. PLss Factory played the Space
at Chase last Saturday. Coincidentally these two bands share
the same drummer, except in this band he actually plays the
drums. Described as grungy glam-rockers, this Sonic Youth-
esque group played one of the tightest sets we've seen in a
local band - even tighter than when Sonic Youth themselves
played Columbia. Not only was the live music good, but the
scene surrounding this band was fitting. Watch our column
for future club dates for Piss Factory. They are worth the trip
downtown.

Johanna Ingalls is a Barnard College senior and Jessica
Hodges is a junior.
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A K I S

Talking With Yvonne Rainer:
Performance, Cage, and a
Changing Self
Janie Iadipaolo:My first question refers to the period of
the late 19<50's early 1970's in the United States which
Moira Roth calls the "Amazing Decade" - a time when
women's involvement in performance reached a peak -to
what extent does that "peak" result form the women's
movement and to what extent did the women's political
movement affect the aesthetic nature of performance
during the period?
Rainer:There's no coherent aeslhetic that came out of
that period. I think what the women's movement did was
give women pei mission and impetus to investigate their
own experience. It gave a legitimacy and an urgency to
voicing expei lence that had been neglected, erased -
disappeaied That was my experience - a kind of
pennibsion to investigate my own emotional,
psychological, social history. A lot of autobiography came
out of that period. And if you say thai there was an
aesthetic, it was about personal experience-
autobiographical material.
I: You worked for the most part in New York at that time
and there was also this whole movement in California
with people like Faith Wilding and Judy Chicago. What
was the climate like in New York for women artists?
R-. Women artists were beginning to wake up to the fact
that they had been excluded from major museums and
there was a lot of anger and demonstrations around that. I
have not been directly in the art woild. i was in dance.
There was a great deal of activity. Carolee Schneemann, I
remember, was working and the Franklin Furnace started.
My own woik -1970 - it was still a little early. I was still
dancing. I started this group called the Grand Union . It
was the Vietnam War that I was more involved with and I
made these big epic pieces with 30 people. One was called
"War." And then after the invasion of Cambodia, there was
a group of us that walked through die streets of Soho in a
kind of funeral procession. I went to India that year and
came back and that was when 1 really turned to narrative
and it was the beginning of my easing my way out of
performance and into film wheie the combination of
narrative writing and feminist issues began to take shape-
about 1972,1973.
I: So when you wrapped yourself in the American Flag -
that was in reaction to the Vietnam War What year was
that?
R: That was 1970. That was atound a show at Judson
Church called "The Flag Show" which was in response to
the arrest of a gallery owner and a sculptor who had used
the American Flag. And they had both been prosecuted for
desecrating the American flag. John Hendnx and Faith

Yvonne Rainer and Steve Paxton

Ward Words, 1963

Ringgold, and a couple of other people mounted this huge
show -1 remember Kate Millet had a piece - all kinds of
works involving the flag- desecrating and otherwise. I had
this dance that I continued to adapt for a diffeient occasion
called Trio A. We took off oui clothes and wrapped
ourselves in these five foot flags - tied them around our
necks like bibs and did this dance, combining two different
kinds of desecrating matenal- nudity and the flag.

1: Could you elaborate more on the importance of flesh -of
nudity in the piece. You mentioned Carolee Schneemann
earlier. The 1970's was an important period for the
exploiation of the body within performance.
R. There's a lot of stuff around nudity then because it was
so censored and shocking and so this seemed to be an
appropriate protest to issues of obscenity and political
censorship, aesthetic censorship

continued on page 21
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I In "Looking Myself in the Mouth," (October 17 (Summer
1981) you write of John Cage, "What is John Cage's gift to
some of us who make art' Lhis the relaying of conceptual
precedents for methods of nonhierarchical indeterminate
orgamration which can be used with a critical intelligence,
that is, selectively and pioductively, not, however, so we
may awaken to this excellent life, on the contrary so we
may the more readily awaken to the ways in which we have
been lead to believe that this life is so excellent, just and
right' Cage himself writes in Silence, that his work is an
affirmation of life, not an attempt to bring order out of
chaos nor to suggest improvements on creation , but simply
a way of waking up to the very life we're living which is so
excellent' You write that" only a man born with a sunny
disposition" would write something so disinterested in
politics
You seem to have thought Cage's artistic
contributions/theories both liberating and limiting

R For me John Cage certainly was a liberating influence
There WAS this atmosphere as early as the late 50's after the
course he taught at the New School, the course m
indeterminacy and composition - it led to this atmosphere
of an abandoned kind of experimentation , of ' why not''
and anything goes and it led to complete abandonment and
challenge of previously held ideas of form in all the arts So

that was very liberating On the other hand, by the time I
wrote that article I was critical of Cage's Buddhist kind of
acceptance of ever> thing in the world just because it was
there It seemed that he had a total blmdspot to social
inequities So the idea that everything can be enjoyed in the
world cannot be divorced from who is in a position to enjoy
it and who is not- so that's what I was getting at who is in
an economic position to appreciate
Now that he is gone I felt this tiemendous loss - a voice that
did in so many ways democratize art making Anyone
could do it and the eveiyday became an acceptable
component of artistic practice I think everything we see
today can be traced to John Cage's influence in one way or
another

Zooprax , the Barnard Film Society will show Yvonne
Earner's film Privilege at Lehman Auditorium at 7, 9 and 11
pm on November 22

The above is excerptedfmm an interview with Yvonne
Ramer conducted byjame fadipaolo which aired on
WKCR, the undergraduate radio station of Columbia
University, in September as part of the Women in
Performance Art/ Women Composers Festival

J O H N C A G E 9 1 2 - 1 9 9 2

A L I V E ON W K C R 8 9 . 9 F M

1 0 P M N O V E M B E R . 1 - 1 2 P M N O V E M B E R 5
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continued from page 10 continued from page 11

Regarding the oppressive nature of the Chinese
government on its own people, Ginsberg spoke of the hope
he had for China's future and what he thought had gone
wrong He said that anger stems from the lack of awareness
of an entire situation I hercfore, there is a need to look
inward to understand the roots of pioblems The sorriest
thing for China as a nation, Ginsberg said, was 'the falling
away of meditative practices ' Where his hope lies is with the
dissident youth of China to make liberating reforms "The
hippie, beat, sexually liberated, marijuana smoking,
Bohemian youth are the hope in China," he said in a
rhytlunic voice to a raucous round of applause from the
audience He told of meeting Chinese youth with an
eagerness to resume meditative practices and renew these
gentle practices of ancient Chinese culture, indicating that
change may lie ahead

In answer to all of these man-made dilemmas from
which aggression stems, Representative Dharlo offered a
view that would stand as creative resistance Hie key words
are global responsibility The current aggressions in tins
world are caused by the three sins which Buddha gravely
warned about greed, ignorance, and intolerance Dharlo
said "We are all responsible for the tne ways of the world
We can all contribute We all deserve happiness, why deny it
to each other'" 'I he way in which we do deny it to each other
is by answering aggression with violence
Deanna Welch is a Barnard College first-year student

TUTORING
If You need help in College Algebra, Pre-

Calculus, Statistics, Probability, Finite and
Discrete Math, Physics, Chemistry, French,
Spanish, German, Spanish comm. corres.
&export procedure, GMAT& GRE prep, I offer
professional one-on-one tutoring: $15 per hour
Call Ray Bacchus (718) 493-6942 after 4 pm

I still believe that and I hope you can too

Washington has done so little for so long that you may Hunk

the President can't make a difference in your lives Don t
believe it Fianklm Roosevelt put millions of Americans to
work during the Great Depression Harry Truman sent

millions of Americans to college with the GI Bill Martin
Luthei King Jr and millions with him pushed the President to

transform oui laws and guarantee civil rights

What we need is a detailed plan which invests in the future,
not a president who talks mockingly about the vision thing

\\hile attempting to decimate student aid and cut taxes on the

rich We are the only mdustnali/ed country wthout a national
health care plan, a national education plan, and a strategy for

the future

Al Gore and I ha\e apian It's called Putting People First'

and you can find it in youi local hbiary or bookstore

I want you to know that together we will change America
again We will fight for what Americans deserve I he right to

borrow for college A good job Affordable, quality health

caie A clean, safe environment Choice A government that
works together for the American people

You have a lot more at stake in this election than I do You

have to worry about paying foi your education You have to
hope that you II be able to find a decent job after school You

have to worry that you II fall in love with someone who is

HIV positive And you have to hope that one more Supreme
Court justice won t take a away your nght to choose

I hope you will join me in a great effort to unite Amencaas, to

create a community where people look out for each other,
not only for themselves It will be in America where we all
have a chance and we all stand together—whatever our lace
religion, or sexual onentation

Your effoits must be heard and I intend to continue listening
Join our effoit, register and vote Together we can change
America

Jocelvn Leka IT a Bulletin Features Editor and a Barnaul
College semoi
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C O M M b N I A R Y

Clark Kent where are you ?
As I watched the second of the Presidential Debates (along
with 91,999,999 other Americans), with its new-and-
improved, audience participatory format, I was disappointed
that the candidates failed to supply the viewers and voters
with any new revelations and ideas But I was more
disappointed with the moderator I must have blocked out
her name because all I remembei is Carol something or-
other Where was her brain' The audience asked intelligent
and informed questions on their own and did not need her
help She merely added an element of annoyance and
redundancy to the proceedings It just goes to show you that
those in charge at the netwoiks do not have enough faith in
the American people to let them run the show The tirade to
follow is my condemnation of the cuirent media and a
fervent plea to those readers with a conscience and a
working cerebellum or ceiebrum (I forget which both
would be good) to stiongly consider a career in journalism
My mom used to tell me that TV would make my brain go
soft If that is the case, I probably have permanent Play Doll
brain syndrome (how could I not have it, I have been a
devoted Days Of Oui Lives watcher from the age of nine')
The truth is, television does spoil our minds The days of
Howdy Doody, I Love Lucy,' and The Honeymooners'

arc gone, perhaps to our parents' chagnn, and our generation
is now besieged with an average of 30 new series each
season including such canceled gems as (now try to
remember these), Sledge Hammer1,' TheCharmmgs,' and
Cop Rock ' (It is no coincidence that all of these shows

were on ABC, the network home of our good friend Carol the
moderator") We are bombarded with crap My scan of TV
Guide (I read it for the crossword, really) yielded a count of
21 talk shows, ten 'news' shows, se\ en v arious specialty
channels, and several of those mghtmansh infomercials,
featunng stars like Victoria Principal and Meredith Baxter-
Birney Suffice it to say, I did not get through the whole
guide How can one blame us college students, whose
favorite TV shows are ' 90210, Studs, and Ren & Slimpy
(as reported by the 10/9/92 issue of that oh-so hip Bible of
the pop cultured, Entcitamment Weekly), for not w anting to
partake in 'The Rush Limbaugh Show,' (although, I must
admit, he is hilarious also frightening but very funny)
Dinosaurs,' and Major Dad We need an escape from the

contemplation of real-life horrors, like, how are we going to
find jobs once we leave here' (Now that would be a good
talk show topic ) Talking of the talk shows, they induce
more retching than anyone Maury Po\ ich s sensationalistic
and degrading tie-ument of topics like Math teacher by day,
Madam by night' and Dating With I I I V tnviali7e the real

and enormous problems of prostitution and AIDS I lipping
the dial reveals Oprah alternating between A Guided loin of
Cher's House and Closets" on one day and "How Child Abuse
Victims Survive' on the next This suggests to me an attempt
to be all things to all people My question is, 'What is losing
couple of ratings points compared to gaining some integrity'
This is an election year, for goodness sake1 How about a
show on 'How Higher Taxes Will Affect Your Children 01
'What it Would Mean to Have a Pro I ife President in Powu,
or 'How Did We Amass Such a Huge Deficit, Anyway1 Why
not present an unbiased and informative session to the
American people so they can make educated choices come
November 3' The I oday show has an extremely frustraung
feature on each show following a debate they tell us v\ ho
"won " A panel of political "experts (lead NBC
correspondents) decide for us who won and why I would
like to think that anyone who watched the debates could
determine that for herself Television should be here to
educate, not to dictate I am not about to let newspapers off
the hook either Did you know that USA Today has a reading
level equivalent to that of a fourth grader' Those cute little
pie graphs and surveys save us time from actually, dare I say
it, reading1 By appealing to our need for the Quick fix \\ e
are sucked into the belief that we actually know something
about what is going on in the world today Our hectic lives
do not allow for time to absorb seriously the Wall Street
journal But they should rhe "McPaper," as it his been
called, has a television equivalent in CNN Tuning in it f i \e
minutes past each hour will net you all the majoi headlines
you will need that day How convenient My paper at home
the illustrious Cleveland Plain Dealer, makes it a habit to
endorse specific candidates for local elections, thus
presenting biased articles to the readeis My fsvonte feituie
in the Columbia Spectator is the Thuisday Beverly Hills
UnZIPped column It cuts through the Politically Coneu
gaibage of today and pokes fun at the stereotypes and
pathetic attempts to address social issues that tele\ ision
fosters We should not tolerate lame excuses foi
enteitamment and news reporting We have to change the
accepted standards Anyone with ethics, chaiaeter, and
morality, please strongly consider a career in journalism the

country needs you

Kate Hanne is a Bat naid College first year
student
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ChasePhone^' at no extra charge and
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